ISLE MP state centre has so far completed 82 uninterrupted monthly seminars and boasts of five national seminars. A one day workshop was held on 20th Jan, 2017 at Hotel Radisson Blu, which was attended by nearly 150 delegates from all over M.P.

The Chief guest of the function was Mr. Sanjay Dubey IAS, commissioner Indore. The program was commenced with traditional lamp lighting followed by a Ganesh Vandana recital by Mr. Shailendra Kulkarni. The welcome address was given by the convener Mr. Jeetendra Vyas. The Chairman Mr. Vinay Babar delivered the keynote address. The souvenir edited by Shree Ashok Dubey was unveiled by the chief guest. The chief guest summarized the inaugural function with his speech.

The main sponsors of the event were Jaquar Lighting while the co-sponsor was Philips. K lite was an associate sponsor. The stage was managed by Ms. Bhumika Chainani and Mr. Mahesh Agrawal turn by turn.

The technical session began with Mr. Raja Mukherjee of Seol semiconductors speaking on Journey of LED and emerging possibilities. Mr. Shreekant Phanse and Ms. Surbhi Jindal of Philips spoke on Connected Lighting for Cities & People, Human Centric Lighting, Smart Solutions for Smart Cities.

After the lunch break Mr. Mohit Sharma of Jaquar Lighting shared his knowledge on Controls, Sensors, CC MS Controls in Street lighting, Motion & IR Sensors. The last speaker was Mr. Sushant Surve of Brain waves Mumbai sharing a talk on Lighting Automation & Controls, Monitoring Features, Smart Metering, Smart Energy Management with case study on Façade lighting.

A panel discussion was moderated by Mr. Bharat Rawlani in which all the speakers and two special invitees viz. Mr. Manish Kumat and Mr. Rahul Makhija also participated.

The valedictory function acknowledged the support of all the frequent sponsors of ISLE with mementos, the volunteers were felicitated. The function started and concluded on the scheduled time.